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Since 1997, we have stuck to simple rules at itsu. We always put our people 
at the heart of everything we do. Each year, we dedicate more and more 
resources to enhance our teams’ lives and bright future. 

We keep nurturing our culture and deep sense of family by living and breathing 
our itsu Qualities [IQs].

This document contains all the things that have been embedded over 
time and that are today an integral part of our itsu culture. Our family.

I care I build trust

I take pride I want to grow

‘We put our people at the heart  
of everything we do. We develop,  
engage and reward our teams whilst  
always championing our itsu qualities  
and encouraging individuality’

We take pride in everything we do. 
We have a passion for quality and 
excellence, always aspiring to simplify 
and innovate. We enthusiastically 
embrace change and new ideas.

We see the potential in our people. 
We grow our leaders from within and 
encourage everyone to be brave,  
be bold and be themselves. We want  
to keep learning and be better.

We genuinely care about our people  
and our customers. We build an inclusive, 
diverse and respectful company by 
listening to, caring for and recognising 
each other. We long to be kind to our 
planet and build the itsu of tomorrow.

We build trust with everyone 
around us. We are consistent, 
honest and treat each other with 
respect whilst always being true 
to our word.  We encourage and 
empower our people.
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we [grow] people
 
We pride ourselves on growing our people from within: 
90% of our managers started as team members. Each year 100’s 
of our amazing team members are invited to our dedicated 
Learning Academy to grow and learn.

we offer careers, not just jobs
Our in-house training team have designed pathways for all positions up to General 
Manager. Everyone attends face-to-face masterclasses [we have over 20 of them!]  
at our Learning Academy supported with carefully crafted workbooks and learning 
games. At itsu, everyone gets the opportunity to progress and further their career. 
Growing is part of our DNA!

we have the royal 
stamp!
Our fish-cutting training has been awarded 
the Princess Royal Training Award for its 
standards of excellence.

for us, learning  
must be fun!
In 2019 we launched our first gamified 
learning platform which supports the 
development of our teams from day one 
of starting at itsu. We call it ‘Grow [app]’. itsu masters development programmes

In 2017 we rolled out our first 12-month General Manager apprenticeship Level 4 diploma 
in Hospitality Programme. In 2019 we extended this to our Kitchen Managers, offering 
them a Level 3 diploma in Hospitality.

In 2021, we are completing our career pathway with a Level 2 diploma in Hospitality 
opened to all our existing Team Member and new recruits.

training others gives you wings
When a team member graduates as a Pro or Team Leader, they receive a set of £10 itsu 
wing vouchers to give away and recognise those who have helped them along the way.

learning fund
Each department in our academy [that’s what we call our head office] has access  
to our learning fund to allow their teams to learn and develop further. 
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quarter brief 
celebrations
Each quarter, we put on a massive 
show to celebrate the achievements  
of our shop teams where we recognise 
over 50 outstanding employees.  
The ceremony ends with the most 
coveted awards of the night: ‘Best  
of itsu’ and ‘Best area’. 

daily team briefs
We know that keeping up to date with 
the wider itsu family is important.  

This is why, daily in our shops and weekly 
in our academy, we share our updates 
and milestones to pump your day…  
and of course we spoil everyone with 
breakfast at the same time!

embracing diversity 
We are proud to be truly diverse with 
teams from 68 different nations!  
From Ethiopia to Malaysia, from Nepal  
to Australia and from Brazil to the 
Republic of Ireland.   

We are super proud to have more 
female shop leaders than male  
[yes to girl power!] and to have a  
gender balance split from our lower  
to the higher roles across our business. 

we care [for people] 

giving back
We support and offer plenty of 
opportunities to engage in charitable 
initiatives from fundraising, donating  
and volunteering days. 

You also get the opportunity to give  
as you earn to your favourite charities 
every time you get paid. 

everyone deserves 
a chance
Since 2019, we have partnered with 
various organisations to support people 
with learning disabilities get into work.

LGBT+
We believe strongly in the LGBT+ 
community and support by parading, 
fundraising and celebrating at events. 
We will be doing even more in 2021.
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eat beautiful  
on us [that’s free 
sushi!]
There is no better way to experience 
our beautiful food but to eat it!  
We offer free itsu lunch or dinner 
whilst you are working. 

breakfast is the 
most important 
meal of your day!
We all know this! That is why, every 
morning, we offer breakfast to all shop 
teams. It is also the perfect time to  
unwind with your team!

beautiful discounts
Whilst being part of the itsu family,  
you always get 50% off food and drinks 
whenever you visit a shop alone or with 
friends and family.

‘I love you emails’
It is not uncommon for our customers 
to want to express their fantastic itsu 
experience and share the name of the itsu 
team member that made their visit extra 
special; we call those ‘I love you emails’. 
As a little thank you, you will receive a 
bespoke itsu silver Tiffany’s butterfly. 

employee 
assistance program
Our personal lives can sometimes be 
challenging and speaking to someone 
may be the right thing to do. We provide 
immediate access to a confidential 
helpline with qualified consultations 
for personal, family, financial or other 
challenges you might be facing,  
365 days a year, 24 hours a day.

salary access
In 2021 we will give everyone at itsu the ability to access their wages whenever  
they want. As soon as you have worked, you can withdraw that money, giving you 
control of when you receive your salary.

refer a friend
We are constantly looking for talented, 
like minded people to join us. If you 
recommend someone for a role at itsu 
and they join us, we reward you with 
a £150 bonus. If you recommend a 
manager, wait for it, you will receive 
£1,000! 

[Half of it when they join and the other 
half when they pass their probation]

new bike anyone?
We offer everyone discounts and saving plans to 
purchase a fabulous bike and safety equipment 
through our Cycle to Work scheme.

itsu benefits
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enhanced maternity 
and paternity leave
We offer enhanced maternity and
paternity leave for all our employees.
We welcomed more than 30 itsu 
babies in 2020!

life assurance 
It may sound gloomy but all our 
Managers and Academy teams  
receive life assurance. We are only 
humans after all.

private medical 
insurance
All our Assistant Managers, General 
Managers and Academy teams qualify 
for private medical care for themselves 
and their families. They also benefit from 
our health cash plan, which gives money 
back on new glasses, massages, dentist 
appointments, spa breaks and many 
more. Sweet!

critical illness 
We offer all our Managers and Academy  
teams a critical illness scheme to support 
them financially in the event of serious 
illness. 

second medical 
opinion
We offer second medical opinion service 
to all of our teams to help them get access 
to alternative medical diagnosis if ever  
in doubt. Better be sure.

your financial wellbeing matters
What is the best savings account? Are you eligible for a credit card? How do you save  
for a mortgage? We’ve got you covered! We have partnered with Neyber and from  
2020 we will offer a financial education platform to help you with anything relating  
to finances and the future! 

holiday trading
From 2020 and at the beginning of each year, we will give our academy teams the 
opportunity to buy or sell holidays to help plan their time off work for the year ahead. 

itsu birthday
We recognise and reward loyalty when reaching 5, 10, 15 and 20 years milestones  
with extra holidays and a cash bonus.

income protection 
Our Group Income Protection scheme 
for all Managers and Academy teams 
provides cover in the event that you are 
unable to work due to illness or injury.
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engage with us 
In June 2019 we rolled out our own 
engagement and communication platform 
full of itsu feel. We call it its’us [live beautiful].

Everyone has a say on its’us, as anyone  
at itsu can share messages, post photos  
& videos or recognise a colleague against 
the itsu qualities with an itsu e-card. 

It is also where we publish our Newsletters 
to keep our itsu family up-to-date with 
weekly highlights, details about upcoming 
events, new initiatives and how to get 
involved.

let’s party!
Each year, we love to celebrate all together 
and put on quite a few parties. Every itsu 
employee is invited to our annual Summer 
City Beach Festival, itsu Family Day Out, 
Spooky Hallowe’en night and its’mas Party 
to end the year in style! 

we are [very]  
social butterflies

The wellbeing section of the platform 
gives you tips and videos on how to eat 
well, look after your physical and mental 
health. It has lots of discounts perfect 
when you are planning a holiday, a trip  
to the movies, a shopping spree or joining  
a gym! 
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team building 
allowance
Every single team at itsu receives a 
generous quarterly allowance to deliver 
great team building experiences.  
The more a team achieves, the bigger 
the allowance gets. Some shop teams 
have managed to fly to Norway for the 
weekend… Not bad we think!

annual 
competitions
In true itsu spirit we love to compete!

Every year our teams enter our Big Quiz, 
celebrating and recognising our brainiest 
bunches! 

For the sharpest, our legendary Fish 
Cutter Competition brings all our fish 
cutters together. From the elimination 
rounds to the live finals, each year,  
the most talented is crowned  
‘itsu Fish Cutter of the year’!

From helicopter rides and weekends to 
Paris, fantastic prizes are up for grabs! 

In 2021, we will be launching the  
itsu Olympics, another opportunity for 
everyone to compete, have fun and stay fit!

[All activities are dependent on social distancing 
permissions of course]




